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CPU Performance Over Time

CPU Frequency stalled, Number of Logical Cores advanced

How does this explain faster execution times for new computers?
Data Parallelization Techniques
An answer for faster execution given stalled CPU Frequency

• **Instruction-level parallelism:** A model in which compilers put considerable effort into the organization of programs such that functional units and paths to memory are busy with useful work.

• **Task parallelism:** A fundamental model of architectural parallelism found in shared-memory parallel computers, which can work on several tasks at once by parceling tasks out to different processors by executing multiple instruction streams in an interleaved way in a single processor.

• **Data parallelism:** A model in which instructions can be applied to multiple data elements in parallel, thus exploiting data parallelism. This computer architecture extension is known as Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD).

*Work developed is around data parallelism techniques through SIMD*
**Intel SIMD Extensions**

A brief description of releases and registers

- **MMX**: First extension of Intel supporting SIMD. Initially released to support graphics and multimedia operations (Greene, 1997).
- **SSE**: Introduced eight 128-bit SIMD registers used for floating point and integer operations.
- **AVX/AVX2**: First of its kind in supporting 256-bit SIMD registers size (The Intel Corporation, 2017). Ample support for integer and floating point operations.
- **AVX512**: Extension family which comprises a collection of 128-256-512-bit SIMD registers.

VOLK lacking support for latest SIMD instructions (AVX2, FMA, AVX512)
Intel SIMD Instructions
AVX512 Instructions available on a range of Intel processors

• **AVX512-F**: (“Foundation”) Contains vectorized arithmetic operations, comparisons, type conversions, data movement, data permutation, bitwise logical operations on vectors and masks, and miscellaneous math functions like min/max.

• **AVX512-CD**: (“Conflict Detection”) Contains vectorized operations for memory conflict detection, counting leading zeros count and performing broadcast operations.

• **AVX512-ER**: (“Exponential and Reciprocal”) contains instructions for base 2 exponential functions (i.e., 2x), reciprocals, and inverse square roots.

*Work developed in Knights Landing (KNL) with access to AVX512-F, -CD, -ER and -PF*
Intel SIMD Instructions

AVX512 Instructions available on a range of Intel processors

• **AVX512-PF**: (“Pre-fetch”) contains pre-fetch instructions for gather and scatter instructions. Even though these instructions provide software pre-fetch support, Knights Landing (KNL) processors have a much heavier emphasis on hardware pre-fetching.

• **AVX512-BW**: (“Byte and Word”) contain instructions that allow support to 8 and 16-bit arithmetic and memory handling operations for the 512-bit registers.

• **AVX512-DQ**: (“Double-word and Quad-word”) contain support for arithmetic operations on Intel 64 and IA-32 Architecture’s double-word (32-bits) and quad-word (64-bits) data types.

• **AVX512-VL**: (“Vector Length”) contain instructions that allow for the AVX-512 to operate on XMM (128-bits) and YMM (256-bits) registers.

*Work developed in Knights Landing (KNL) with access to AVX512-F, -CD, -ER and -PF*
**VOLK Implementation**

*Intel Intrinsic Instructions and VOLK*

- The Intel Intrinsic Instructions are C-style functions that provide access to the SIMD instructions that were previously only accessible through assembly code.
- SIMD extensions not available in all architectures.
- VOLK as a library is an abstraction designed to fix portability problems.
  - *At its base, VOLK has a set of proto-kernels designed for particular platforms, SIMD architecture versions, or run-time conditions.***
  - *The VOLK library compiles all possible proto-kernels supported by the compiler toolchain. At run-time, during the first call to an abstract kernel, VOLK resolves the kernel to a specific proto-kernel.***
  - *VOLK tests the run-time platform for its capabilities to ensure the resolved proto-kernel will run correctly and employs a dynamic rank-ordering to select the best possible proto-kernel (Rondeau et al., 2013).***

**VOLK’s users call a kernel for performing the operation that is platform/architecture agnostic**
VOLK Programming Model

Pseudocode study

• Line 1 is a safeguarded to ensure that only supported architectures are processed.
• Line 6 is reserved for the function name.
  – Volk: All VOLK proto-kernels will start with the word volk.
  – Input tags: refer to the bit count and data types the function will receive, e.g. 32fc defines a 32 bit floating point complex number.
  – Kernel descriptor field names the kernel being implemented with the architecture.
  – Output tag: describes the bit count and data types of the results of the operation.
  – Alignment: holds the type of alignment used for the data loaded from memory.
  – Proto-kernel descriptor: identifies the specific architecture being targeted by the kernel, i.e. sse, avx, avx2, avx512f, etc.
• Line 14 starts the process of data parallelization with SIMD registers. Initially the incoming data is loaded into the register type targeted by the proto-kernel.
• Line 18 will start the chain of operations needed to complete the proto-kernel functionality.
• Line 21 will store the results in the output variables dictated in the function call.
• Line 27 Code in this section will follow the generic implementation with standard library function calls.

Intrinsic allows for easy code development, just follow the model!
VOLK Programming Model
Sample code study

- Line 1 shows the targeted architecture of the protokernel, AVX512-F in this case.
- Line 5 shows the functions where:
  - Volk: required key word volk in use to start each proto-kernel.
  - Input tags: defined as 32f x2, indicating that it receives two (x2) input vectors of 32 bits floats values (32f).
  - Kernel descriptor: defined as multiply, indicates that a multiply operation is to be performed
  - Output tags: defined as 32f, indicating that results of multiplication is to be saved in a single 32 bits float value (32f)
  - Alignment tag: input data is to be handle as unaligned (u)
  - Proto-kernel descriptor: defined as avx512f, indicates that proto-kernel targets AVX512-F extensions
- Line 10, all variable declarations are performed, including the special types defined by the compiler to handle the intrinsics operation.
- Line 19 starts the loop unrolling process followed by the loading, multiplication and storage operation.
- Line 32 For vector sizes not multiple of the register size targeted, a serial operation is performed in the remaining data elements.

Intrinsic allows for easy code development, just follow the model!
VOLK Kernel Profiling

• Profiled using VOLK library’s profiler (volk_profile), which runs a randomized test case on each architecture and checks and times the result.
• Ran on an Intel Xeon Phi KNL processor.
• The following results will compare the ‘master’ branch of VOLK to our changes, denoted as the ‘next’ branch.
• We are only interested in the relative time differences between the results of the two branches, not the absolute run time, as this is only a product of the processor clock rate.
**Profiling Results**

- In the plots, the top two bars show the best unaligned kernels and the bottom two bars show the best aligned kernels.
- 82 kernels were improved by adding AVX, AVX2, FMA, and AVX512-F intrinsics.
- AVX, AVX2 and FMA were added to most kernels, while AVX512-F was only added to a subset.
- Previously, most kernels used generic or SSE as their fastest architecture.
- Generic is especially slow because it does not take advantage of any parallel processing.

**AVX, AVX2, FMA and AVX512-F were added to the majority of the VOLK kernels to speed them up significantly**
**Profiling Results**

**AVX, AVX2, and FMA Improvements**

- One of the greatest speed improvements was 94% from generic to unaligned AVX in the `volk_32f_sqrt_32f` kernel.
- Many kernels show an improvement of 50% or more.
- Greater performance gains were achieved in kernels with more mathematical processing.
- Most speedup obtained from generic or SSE architecture to AVX/AVX2, generally smaller speedups between AVX and AVX2 and FMA.

*AVX and AVX2 significantly improved VOLK kernels, often by >50%*
Profiling Results
AVX512-F Improvements

- Lack of permute, xor, and shuffle operations limited the improvements that could be implemented using AVX512-F.
- Only able to improve simpler operations with AVX512-F.
- AVX512-F shows some improvement over SSE and AVX, but not as much as the AVX2 and FMA improvements on more complex kernels.
- Would expect to see greater improvements with the expanded instructions of other versions of AVX512.

AVX512-F improvements were smaller but limited by fewer intrinsics available in the AVX512-F set
Conclusions

• Addition of AVX2 and AVX512 to VOLK will improve the performance of applications such as GNU Radio and GNSS-SDR.
• Improvements only tested on Xeon Phi x86 processors, but cross-compatibility with similar architectures should allow them to work on architectures similar to Xeon processors.
• AVX512 capabilities only present in x86 processors, but this work could possibly be extended to similar technologies in embedded architectures, particularly ARM processors.
• Further work will focus on supporting the remaining AVX512 flavors, including AVX512-BW, AVX512-DQ, etc, with the intention of further improving DSP speed in SDR applications.

Keeping VOLK updated with latest extensions will increase software radio applications running in real time
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